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This first 4k meditation video from SurgingLife.Com marks a big step
increase in the sites commitment to bringing users the best experience
possible. The shift to producing meditations in 4k UHD format brings a
deeper richer experience to all users.

(Newswire.net -- August 22, 2014) Osaka, Osaka-fu -- 4k meditation videos
enable users to absorb into the meditative scene in front of them on a far

deeper level than ever used to be possible, for this reason SurgingLife.Com has moved to using the 4k UHD format for
its meditative and relaxing videos.

 

This emerging video format brings a clarity of focus and depth which draws users deeper into the experience they are
beholding. Something which makes the format especially good when it comes to the special video products that
SurgingLife creates for all its users. By recording the serenely peaceful and calming vistas in this way the experience
generated for the user has the opportunity for creating the deepest relaxation and stress relief possible from a
meditation video.

 

This new piece marks the first of many 4k videos to come. With each new piece bringing the trademark SurgingLife
deep meditation and relaxation experience, yet in a more immersive way than was possible in previously used HD
format.

 

This new 10 minute meditation video “Sunlit Bamboo Forest”  brings the blissful energy of a Japanese Bamboo forest in
all its rich depth to users. The lushness of natures greenery, the way the breeze shifts through the canopy leaves and
the sunbeams that flow through, all being more deeply meditative and serene thank to the wonderful clarity of 4k UHD.

 

As with the previous 10 minute meditation videos this one is free to use, and has been provided in order to aid people
who wish to achieve a more relaxing experience as well as those who wish to get into meditation for their greater
health. The site is founded on an ethos of aiding people who wish to change their lives, enjoying greater health and joy
as a result.

 

The glorious visual depth has been enhanced in terms of its effect through the addition of special relaxing music. With
the two things blending together to bring the best effect possible for those wishing to enhance their lives through
meditative relaxation.

 

As always this piece can be enjoyed via the meditation videos section of SurgingLife.Com  or via the SurgingLife
Youtube channel. Alongside this new 4k UHD video, users can access various other resources that can help them to
change their lives and enhance them with a degree of ease. Those resources include help on using and getting the
best from essential oils, using ho'oponopono and many other things. It is the desire of the site that these resources
bring greater health and happiness to all.

About SurgingLife.Com

SurgingLife.Com brings aid for everyone seeking positive life change. For those who have been wondering what they
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can do in order to realise a far more positive lifestyle and a good quality of life, this site is the place to get the help
needed. Drawing from meditation, essential oils, ho'o ponopono and a wide variety of other things there is solid ground
to make meaningful life changes.
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